Jordan Maxwell did a briljant presentation on januari 3 2002, right after the twin tower attacks, and can
be watched here :
Jordan Maxwell, The Inner World of the Occult,
a presentation recorded on Jan 3, 2002, with
a introduction by Anthony Hilder.

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z3RGARYXa0g
goto 01:18:48 and watch Jordan explain the hidden meaning of the following symbol from the Brons
age :

According Jordan Maxwell, the cross on the circle, can be found back on churches, where the circle then smaller – is put in the center on the cross, and then represents the sun, a.k.a. the son that died on
the cross. The son/sun that dies on the cross of the zodiac between north, east, south and west :

Incidently if you take North, East, West and South, that spells NEWS . When things are normal the
NEWS goes around the world clockwise as it develops :

The New World order types however are into controlling the news, a free news flow has been absent
ever since the railroads and telegraph were implemented in America . Instead the news does not travel
by horse or train but goes straight by wire from North to East to West to South, spelling out the NEWS
:

The reported news is in grand still related to real developments. Now watch the red arrows , and
remember that a division like the Nazi SS was actually enforcing the new reality as brought about by
the propaganda department. Sometimes, almost all of the time, it meant that NEWS was invented for
the hidden agenda to occur. You then have to flip (flip-flop) or mirror the NEWS, a wisdom nowadays
practised by so-called spindoctors …

Double the news propaganda efforts and you have the Nazi SS department. Only with the introduction
of the internet the free alternative media has been able to counter this SS enforcing of NEWS.

